**Christa Riguzzi**

Music has been a part of me ever since I can remember. So how I evolve as a person goes hand and hand with influence me as a person and as a songwriter.

We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?

**Marine Tanguy**

We buy the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?

**Noëlla Coursaris Musunka**

We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?

**Peter Cincotti**

We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?

**Frank Bodin**

We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?

**Marine Tanguy**

We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?

**Peter Cincotti**

We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?